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If you want to make a great-looking, practical database fast but don't want to get bogged down with the details, then you need a Visual QuickProject Guide!   If you've never created a database before, the task can be daunting. Recognizing that you don't necessarily want or need to know about every FileMaker Pro 8 feature, this low-priced, compact guide is the quickest route to creating a functional, organized database. Whether you're a small business owner looking for a better way to track inventory and invoices, someone just looking for a streamlined way to keep track of your contacts, or your boss simply needs a a project database, this book covers the FileMaker Pro 8 basics with full-color illustrations and step-by-step instructions to help you get your project done quickly. The guide also includes a companion Web site with downloadable graphic buttons, custom forms and templates, and more.

The Visual QuickProject Guide that you hold in your hands offers a unique way to learn about new technologies. Instead of drowning you in theoretical possibilities and lengthy explanations, this Visual QuickProject Guide uses big, color illustrations coupled with clear, concise step-by-step instructions to show you how to complete one specific project in a matter of hours.

The project in this book is to create a FileMaker Pro 8 relational database for recording and tracking four types of personal investments: savings and money market accounts, stocks and mutual funds, certificates of deposit (CDs), and savings bonds. The database will contain four related data tables, ten layouts, and five reports.

Even if investment tracking isn't one of your needs, the other purpose of this book is to teach you about FileMaker Pro 8; that is, you'll learn by doing. By creating the database, you will see how to use FileMaker to create databases that are of interest to you. You'll define fields and related data tables; set field validation, auto-enter, and auto-complete options; create data entry and report layouts; define value lists that will pop-up when you tab or click into certain fields; and automate database functions with scripts and clickable buttons.
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Learning Visual Basic .NETO'Reilly, 2002
Learning Visual Basic .NET is a  complete introduction to VB.NET and object-oriented  programming. By using hundreds of examples, this book  demonstrates how to develop various kinds of  applications--including those that work with databases--and  web services. Learning Visual Basic...
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Celebrities and Crime (Criminal Investigations)Chelsea House Publications, 2008
The public's fascination with celebrities can reach a fever pitch when celebrities commit or are involved in a crime. Famous victims like the Lindbergh baby and Sharon Tate have raised public outcry against the cruel crimes that claimed their lives. And the trials of celebrity criminals such as Jim Bakker and O.J. Simpson are proof that even the...
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What Every Engineer Should Know About Career ManagementCRC Press, 2008

	Thanks to their education, experience, and general philosophical orientation, many engineers fail to notice critical issues in the workplace that can directly impact their career advancement and day-to-day job satisfaction. This text focuses on career management, and the accompanying importance of human and social interactions in the office....
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The Definitive Guide to Scaling Out SQL Server 2000Realtimepublishers, 2005
Enterprise applications have become more complex and have taken on a greater burden for managing a company's critical data. At the same time, the amount of data managed by those applications has swelled exponentially as companies begin to track an increasingly greater amount of information-data about customers, vendors, sales, and more.   In...
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Exam Ref 70-410 Installing and Configuring Windows Server 2012 R2 (MCSA)Microsoft Press, 2014

	Fully updated for Windows Server 2012 R2! Prepare for Microsoft Exam 70-410 - and help demonstrate your real-world mastery of implementing and configuring core services in Windows Server 2012 R2. Designed for experienced IT professionals ready to advance their status, Exam Ref focuses on the critical thinking and decision making acumen...
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Advanced Penetration Testing for Highly-Secured Environments - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Employ the most advanced pentesting techniques and tools to build highly-secured systems and environments


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to build your own pentesting lab environment to practice advanced techniques
	
		Customize your own scripts, and learn methods to exploit 32-bit and 64-bit...
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